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Wholeness is not achieved by cutting off a 
portion of one’s being, but by integration 

of the contraries.
- C. G. Jung

“The views expressed are those of the author and do not reflect the official policy of the Department of the  Army, the 
Department of Defense, or the U.S. Government.”



Admittedly, I am a bit of a 
neuroscience nerd. As much as I love 
the neuroscience of the brain, mind, 
and body as elucidated by Polyvagal 
Theory, HeartMath, somatic 
experiencing and the like, there is 
need for integrating these 
approaches with the psychology of 
the mind. IFS is one approach which 
offers that bridge. 



Dr. Richard Schwartz

Richard Schwartz, PhD began his career as a family therapist and an academic 
at the University of Illinois at Chicago. There he discovered that family therapy 
alone did not achieve full symptom relief and in asking patients why, he learned 
that they were plagued by what they called “parts.” These patients became his 
teachers as they described how their parts formed networks of inner 
relationship that resembled the families he had been working with. He also 
found that as they focused on and, thereby, separated from their parts, they 
would shift into a state characterized by qualities like curiosity, calm, confidence 
and compassion. He called that inner essence the Self and was amazed to find it 
even in severely diagnosed and traumatized patients. From these explorations 
the Internal Family Systems (IFS) model was born in the early 1980s.

IFS is now evidence-based and has become a widely-used form of 
psychotherapy, particularly with trauma. It provides a non-pathologizing, 
optimistic, and empowering perspective and a practical and effective set of 
techniques for working with individuals, couples, families, and more recently, 
corporations and classrooms.

In 2013 Schwartz left the Chicago area and now lives in Brookline, MA where is 
on the faculty of the Department of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical School. 

Click below to listen to an outstanding talk on IFS by Dr. Schwartz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BiCGcVcmzzg&ab_channel=Me
ntallyFitPro

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BiCGcVcmzzg&ab_channel=MentallyFitPro




Several of the following slides are taken from the work 
of Dr. Dawn-Elise Snipes

Click to the link below to listen to her superlative lecture:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJHoW_bb5-M&ab_channel=DocSnipes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJHoW_bb5-M&ab_channel=DocSnipes


Overview of 
IFS



These parts are encoded in 
implicit or procedural 
memory and become rather 
reflexive or procedural much 
like riding a bike or shooting 
an arrow.



Exiles, Managers, and Firefighters



Basic 
Assumptions



The IFS Parts



IFS Exiles



Early pain encodes 
deeply within us in 
implicit memory and 
becomes exiled from 
our “Self”



Poor exiles essentially get locked up



IFS Managers



IFS Firefighters 



Firefighters 
taking charge 
of the pain by 
reactively 
acting out



IFS Self



The integrated “Self” 
leads to inner peace, 
happiness, and the 
ability to connect 
healthily to others we 
care about and love



Beginning to 
use the model



Beginning to use the model



Working with individuals



Working with individuals



Working with individuals



Working with individuals



Strengths of the IFS Model



There have been 
attempts to 

integrate IFS with 
Polyvagal Theory



Polyvagal Theory

The chart below adapted by Dr. Rothschild nicely demonstrates the shifting in body sensations, 
physiological symptoms, and emotions as we move between autonomic states (Rothschild, 2017).



Polyvagal Theory and IFS 
get married



A few of my favorite speakers on IFS. Please take 
a listen.

Jenna Riersmesma – Faith and IFS 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=deqxDq9Xw6g&ab_chan
nel=geoffreyholsclaw

Dr. Tori Olds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tNA5qTTxFFA&ab_chann
el=Dr.ToriOlds

Kenny Dennis – IFS for Kids
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ji7bk3JfEmk&ab
_channel=KennyDennis

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=deqxDq9Xw6g&ab_channel=geoffreyholsclaw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tNA5qTTxFFA&ab_channel=Dr.ToriOlds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ji7bk3JfEmk&ab_channel=KennyDennis

